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1. Introduction 
 

Molybdenum (Mo) is a suitable material for high- 
temperature structural applications because of its high 
melting point (2890K), high thermal conductivity, low 
thermal expansion coefficient, ease of fabrication and 
excellent compatibility with liquid oxide. 

In general, Mo product is manufactured by powder- 
metallurgy. In order to improve properties such as heat- 
resistance and strength of Mo product, it is important to 
clarify the mechanism of sintering process. Therefore, there 
are many reports on the Mo sintering behavior from 
viewpoints of sintering conditions such as dew point, 
sintering atmosphere and particle size [1-3].  

In the present study, press body of Mo powder 
weresintered at various sintering temperature and heating 
rate, and the effects of sintering conditions on properties 
such as oxygen content, density, microstructure and 
toughness of the sintered Mo were investigated. 
 
 

2. Experimental and Results 
 

Mo powder of 3.8 µm that contains about 1000 
mass-ppm oxygen was pressed by cold isostatic pressing. 
From the pressed body, specimens with dimensions of 40 x 
40 x 20 mm were cut out. Then the specimens were sintered 
at a sintering temperature between 773 and2173 K with 
heating rate between 2 and 20 K/min in hydrogen 
atmosphere. 

Properties of the sintered Mo were evaluated as 
follows.The density was determined by the Archimedes 
measurement, but some sintered Mo with low density were 
evaluated by the size and weight measurement. The oxygen 
content was analyzed by LECO TC600. Microstructure was 

observed by an optical microscope and average grain size 
was measured by the Full-man method [4]. 

Three-point bending tests were carried out at a 
temperature between 173 and 473 K at a crosshead speed    
of 0.0083 mm/s ( initial strain rate is 1.95x10-4 s-1 ).  The   
specimen dimensions were 3.5 mm wide, 25 mm long and 
1.0 mm thick. Recrystallized rolled pure Mo sheet 
(designated as Mo(R)) was also used for comparison. From 
temperature dependence of the yield (σy) and the maximum 
(σm) strengths, two parameters, critical stress (σc) and 
critical temperature (Τc) were determined [5]. σc is the stress 
at Tc (DBTT) where σy is equal to σm. The fracture surface 
of the specimens which failed below Tc were examined by a 
scanning electron microscope and the percentage of the 
intergranular fracture area to total fracture area (PIF) was 
evaluated. 

Figure 1. shows the effect of sintering temperature 
(heating rate is 2 K/min) on oxygen content and relative 
density. The oxygen content passed through three stages and 
decreased to a level as low as 30 mass-ppm. Distinct 

 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Fig. 1. Effect of sintering temperature on oxygen co

ntent and relative density. 
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Effects of sintering conditions such as sintering temperature and heating rate on oxygen content, density, microstructure and 
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densification occurred at a temperature above 1673 K. In 
this study, primary sintered Mo at a temperature below 1673 
K was designated as Mo(P). The oxygen content of Mo(P) 
depended on the heating rate. The faster the heating rate 
was, the lower the oxygen content was. 

Oxygen content of Mo(P) influenced the densification. 
Mo(P) with lower oxygen content demonstrated higher 
density after secondary sintering at 2073K. In this study the 
secondary sintered Mo at 2073 K was designated as Mo(S). 
In Mo(S), there were two kinds of pores that exist at

 grain boundaries and inside the grain. Number of por
es at grain boundaries depended on the oxygen content
 of Mo(P), whilst size of pores were almost the same 
regardless of the oxygen content. There was a linear re
lation between number of pores at the grain boundaries
 and grain size of Mo(S). This results suggest that gra
in growth of Mo(S) is inhibited by the pores relating t
o the oxygen content of Mo(P).  
 Figure 2. shows the effect of grain size on σc of Mo(S). 
The specimen with a smaller grain size exhibited a higher 
σc according to the Hall-Petch relationship, in spite of lower 
density and more pores.  It is noted that σc of Mo(R) with 
almost the same grain size was higher by about    170 
MPa than that of Mo(S).  Grain size dependence of 
strength of Mo materials without large pores was already 
reported [6,7]. Mo(S) with pores demonstrated a lower 
strength and a less significant grain size dependence than 
Mo materials without pores. This result seems to be 
attributed to the weakness of grain boundaries by a number 
of pores. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Effect of grain size on critical stress of Mo(S). 
 
 

Τc of Mo(S) was about 293 K regardless of the grain 
size, and was much higher than that of Mo(R) (208 K).  
 

Figure 3. shows typical fractography of Mo(S) and 
Mo(R). Fracture mode of Mo(S) was primarily the 
intergranular fracture due to weakness of the grain 
boundaries, and PIF was about 98 %. On the other hand, 
PIF of Mo(R) was about 80 %. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 
Fig. 3. Typical fractography of Mo(S)(a) and Mo(R)(b). 
 
 

3. Summary 
 
(1) Oxygen content of the sintered Mo significantly 

depended on the sintering temperature and the heating 
rate. 

(2) Oxygen content of Mo(P) influenced the densification 
and the number of pores of Mo(S). 

(3) Grain growth of Mo(S) was inhibited by pores at the 
grain boundaries. 

(4) Mo(S) with a larger number of pores and/or with a 
smaller grain size demonstrated a higher strength, 
whilst its ductility was almost equivalent. 
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